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longevity box
The ornately designed gift box features a lively illustration 

of rabbits, an important symbol of longevity for the 

Mid-Autumn Festival. The vivid blue and gold colours 

represent trust, warmth and happiness, closely 

associated to the mooncake season

According to the legend of the jade rabbit, the Emperor 
of Heaven once tested the virtues of a fox, monkey and 
rabbit. Deeply moved by the self-sacrificing actions of the 
rabbit, the Emperor sent it to the moon where it became an 
immortal jade rabbit. The Jade Rabbit is said to reside in 
the Moon Palace accompanying Goddess Chang’E where 
it pounds the elixir of life for those living in heaven. 
It is believed that an outline of the Jade Rabbit 
pounding with a pestle can be seen when looking 
up at the moon. 



The harvest is believed to be tied to the moon cycle. 
Traditionally, the Mid-Autumn Festival was
when ancient Chinese emperors would pray

for a bountiful harvest, as it is when the 
moon is at its brightest and fullest. 

Inspired by the delicate flora and fauna of autumn, 

the lavish gift boasts shades of coral,

representing a time of harvest and

the warmth of family reunion.

autumn box



longevity
box

autumn box

choose your box
Share the significance of Mid-Autumn with exquisite gift boxes from EQ. 

Both the Longevity and the Autumn boxes fit the Traditional Baked 

as well as the Snow Skin mooncake sets.



Award Winning

Snow Skin Yuzu Pandan

choose
your mooncake
From traditional baked mooncakes for those who prefer 

the classics to hand-crafted snow skin mooncakes for 

the more contemporary of palates.

经典月饼
TRADITIONAL BAKED

MOONCAKE SET
RM188 Per Box of 4 pieces (180g)

低糖白莲蓉单黄
Low Sugar White Lotus Single Yolk

广式传统五仁
Traditional Cantonese Mixed Nuts

EQ特制蛋黄金翡翠月
EQ Signature Golden Emerald Jade

双黄纯红莲蓉
Pure Lotus Double Yolk

迷你雪皮月饼
SNOW SKIN MOONCAKE SET
RM228 Per Box of 6 pieces (80g)

桂花陈皮莲蓉
Lotus with Osmanthus and Mandarin Peel

杏仁核桃黑芝麻
Black Sesame with Walnuts and Almond

玫瑰巧克力蓝莓
Blueberry with Rose and Dark Chocolate

糖冬瓜梅菜芋头
Taro with Sugar Winter Melon and Chinese Pickles

柚子班兰
Yuzu Pandan

猫山王榴莲
Musang King Durian



Musang King
Durian

Yuzu Pandan

Blueberry with
Rose and Dark

Chocolate

Lotus with
Osmanthus and
Mandarin Peel

Taro with
Sugar Winter
Melon and
Chinese Pickles

Black Sesame
with Walnuts
and Almond

Traditional
Cantonese
Mixed Nuts

EQ Signature
Golden Emerald Jade

Low Sugar White
Lotus Single Yolk

Pure Lotus
Double Yolk



Low Sugar White

Lotus Single Yolk

RETAIL POP-UPS

EQ

Kampachi and IPPUDO Restaurants

Pavilion KL (Centre Court)

CUSTOMISED GIFTS

Customise the perfect gift with an engraving 

of names, messages or logos

MID-AUTUMN MOONCAKE HAMPERS

Cognac and balloon glasses

Red wine with glasses

White wine with glasses

Chinese tea with a tea set

more details

For enquiries,      dineateqkl@kul.equatorial.com, or 

     WhatsApp +60 12 278 9239

All prices are in Ringgit Malaysia and subject to prevailing government taxes.

Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary from picture shown.

BULK PURCHASES
10%  | 20 boxes and above

15%  | 50 boxes and above

20%  | 100 boxes and above

https://wa.link/gqdv32
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